The Spyderco Dyad is the only knife Spyderco makes with both a PlainEdge and a SpyderEdge blade together in the same knife. Traditional jigged bone handle houses a PlainEdge Clip-point blade and a SpyderEdge Sheepfoot blade.

Blades open and lock independently.

Clipless.

2005 saw Spyderco arrive at a milestone, topping a hundred different models in our company’s history. Many of our early model knives are no longer manufactured, but that doesn’t stop knife enthusiasts and collectors from asking, “please make them again?” Their requests provide reason and opportunity to produce Sprint Runs. Sprints are limited to 1500 pieces or less. They’re re-released production runs of a revitalized older model, or they create an experimental opportunity for us to use new and innovative materials on popular existing knife designs. Once a Sprint Run sells out it will not be offered again to maintain uniqueness.
Ten years ago the Military Model was a break-out design for Spyderco, kicking off a public obsession with high performance, high-end folders. Its track record makes it the ideal experimental canvas to try new handle and blade materials. A limited run of carbon fiber handled Millies are being offered with BG-42 blades. Right hand, PlainEdge only.


C65BK ALMITE CHINESE FOLDER
Model
C65BK
Closed
4-1/4" 108mm
Overall
7-3/16" 183mm
Blade
3-5/32" 80mm
Edge
2-7/8" 73mm
Blade Steel
ZDP-189
Weight
2.6oz 76g
Edge Types
PE

C36CFBG MILITARY CARBON FIBER
Model
C36CFBG
Closed
5-1/2" 140mm
Overall
9-1/2" 241mm
Blade
4" 102mm
Edge
3-11/16" 94mm
Blade Steel
BG-42
Weight
4.25oz 120g
Edge Types
PE